
“At Pedestal Technology, we speak your language — from the data center to the 
boardroom. Opening channels of communication that open the doors of opportunity  
for your business success.”

Pedestal Technology
186 Seven Farms Road, Ste. F-#222
Daniel Island, SC 29492 
+1 843 203 8540 
info@pedestaltechnology.com 
www.pedestaltechnology.com 
 

IT’S NOT A TRANSACTION.  
IT’S A JOURNEY.

Our process

Who we are
Pedestal, a woman/minority-owned business, goes beyond simply providing IT services. We offer the latest 
solutions for your IT needs or challenges: business intelligence/data analytics, networking, cloud services, 
automation, infrastructure, collaboration, security, and end user computing — all driven by a team of 
leading technology experts. Our team partners with you to design, deploy, and manage IT products and 
services customized to your business and your goals, big or small. And of course, innovative security and 
automation are integrated into all we do. 

This is the Pedestal Way 
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Contact us today!Pedestal Technology

Our offerings

Each of these offerings can also be provided as a service.
Let us put the Pedestal Difference to work for you!

Business Intelligence & Data Analytics 
Data is king. Good decision making not only relies on data, but data that is accessible, reliable, and 
complete.  We help you make sense of your data across your range of systems and platforms by 
building relationships among your data lakes and warehouses.  

The accessibility of your data relies on all the pieces of your network working together to keep the road 
clear and enhancing your ability to see roadblocks ahead. From traditional networking to cloud-based 
and virtualized solutions, Pedestal will design the right solution for your business needs. 

Networking

Cloud Services
The idea of not having to house and maintain servers, the immediate scalability, and the ability to make 
choices that are implemented quickly, is appealing. Our cloud services help you track, measure, and 
process any unit of work through a set of integrated cloud IT services and management applications 
that are easy to deploy and access any time, any place. Using predictive analytics, we create tool sets 
unique to your business needs. 

Automation is integrated into all we do. We use smart workflow tools that automate and collate manual 
processes into simple, regular workflows. We incorporate machine learning that uses algorithms to 
make decisions by identifying patterns in large amounts of data, including predictive maintenance in 
manufacturing factories, and to market segmentation. Our team can create robotic process automation 
(RPA) that automates repetitive, manual tasks — everything from timesheet submission to order and 
invoice processing.

Automation

Your infrastructure represents the entire collection of hardware, software, networks, data centers 
and warehouses, as well as everything required to operate, manage, and support those services. We 
know that ensuring each device is patched, up to date, and in good working order is a big job. Our 
infrastructure services aim to bring cloud and on-premises resources together and help you support 
business objectives with the least amount of overhead.

Infrastructure

Ensuring your clients can get help whenever they need it and your employees can easily reach 
each other is a critical part of doing business. Your collaboration solutions may be a combination of 
platforms that integrate voice, call routing with TELCO provider, chat/IM, audio, meeting platforms, 
and teleconference. Our solutions synthesize the various moving pieces.

Collaboration

Security starts with education. We plan and execute on policies that protect the structure and future 
of your business from both network and cybersecurity threats. Our proactive measures in both 
policy and innovative tools help you get ahead of the issues before they happen. We provide you 
with reactive remediation efforts and agile tools and solutions, if needed. Security is at the heart of 
everything we do.

Security

Supporting the end users and their connected devices is often where a significant portion of IT budget 
lands. Shrink that dollar figure with a variety of solutions to make support easier while enhancing the 
user experience by investing in systems that are scalable, reasonably priced, and intuitive. 

End User Computing
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